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A dragon as a fake husband? Tempting. Sever, the Platinum dragon, stood by as his friends found

mates, thinking he couldn't have one of his own. But when a woman writes Date-A-Dragon asking

for help with a unique situation, Sever feels something awakening in him that was long dead.

Perhaps he can protect someone once again. Perhaps he can at least be needed. But Sever

doesn't know that fate has something unexpected in store for the doubting dragon.Lori Ridgeway's

life has been turned upside down in a matter of months. The death of a long-time friend has left her

with a growing boy in need of a family and a small ranch in the middle of nowhere. To make things

worse, the locals in her new town are more than a little hostile to a woman living alone. Her only

hope lies in a mysterious man who agrees to help, storming into her life like something from a Viking

fantasy, igniting her every desire.Sever realizes almost immediately that his pretend wife is actually

his true mate. Now he just has to figure out how to tell her he's a dragon and she's his. Meanwhile

the tension between Lori and the locals is escalating, and unfriendly neighbors aren't the most

dangerous things hiding in the woods of Cate's Creek.Platinum is the third book in the

Date-A-Dragon series! It contains ridiculously hot dragons, steamy romance, and strong, curvy

women. Enjoy!
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I never get tired of this trope. Damsel in distress, big handsome dragon shifter to the rescue. Both

H/h have problems or fears they need to overcome. I love it. My secret fantasies. But do not get me

wrong, the heroine is no weak woman, but sometimes even strong women need a helping hand. As

do big handsome dragons.

This is my favorite one in the series. Sever is a true friend that tries to always help. He was

deceived in his past and has a hard time trusting his instincts. When he meets Lori, he understands

that she's his true mate and now he knows what the real feeling is like. He has to protect Lori

though.

Plenty of surprises in this story about Sever and Lori, including the shocking discovery about Tyler,

who is Lori's ward after his dad died. I really enjoyed the twists and turns to the happy ending. I am

looking forward to reading Citrine's story. This is another great series.

What do you do when you receive a letter asking for help? In Severs mind something about this

woman Lori and a boy she's taking care of is calling to him. When he meets Lori, he can't stop

staring. Can she be his mate? Or will he be tricked again? Great read.

I loved it! Terry's stories are always fantastic and this one just offered more with both a child to love

and a mate. Throw in crazy bobcat shifters, a new lion shifter, a dragon and a woman and things

heat up in more ways than you can count fantastic!!!!!

I think this was my favorite of this trio. Several was the most create to me. Meaning he wasn't a

grouch or mean or even pitiful. Taylor was a surprise but Lori was a little unto get her. I look forward

to Citrine and Robbins and I am still curious about Mercury.

I would recommend this book to anyone who loves shifter romances. I enjoyed the story in this book

.Just enough sensuality to hold your interest without causing a gag reflex. I am looking forward to

the next installment.

Glad o that the third Dragon found his mate and a ready made family of his own. To long he long for

a real mate, but he was in for a surprise and a gift that meant more to him than he ever thought he
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